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Abstract
The Western Bieszczady mountains are an example of a region of Poland whose population suffered extremely
heavily from the effects of wartime and post-war migrations linked to political repression. In 1944-1947 and
later in 1951, from more than 100 villages in the region that had existed since the 15th and 16th centuries,
approximately 90% of the total number of inhabitants were forcibly relocated – chiefly ethnic Ruthenians
(Boykos). The scale in time and space, and the consequences for the landscape, of the natural and socioeconomic processes taking place there over the next 70 years have proved remarkable on even a European scale.
The diversity of the former human activity, followed by a combination of abiotic and biotic renaturalisation
processes and secondary human pressure, has led to the creation of unique spatial units. The main aim of this
article is to address problems relating to the definition and classification of the contemporary landscape of the
areas permanently abandoned by human populations in the Western Bieszczady, through the lens of selected
conceptual perspectives of other researchers. Deliberations also covered the memory of the subject landscape
in the material and information layers (structural and functional continuum, sustainability of spatial units, time
in the sense of the historical evolution of landscapes).
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Introduction
The abandonment of rural areas by human
populations, particularly in mountain regions,
is a phenomenon found in virtually all parts
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of the world. It nevertheless appears in various forms. The first type is change in land use,
which is not linked to the drop in population
and takes place as a result of disturbances
to the internal dynamics of socioeconomic
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systems (Baudry 1991; MacDonald et al.
2000; Gellrich & Zimmermann 2007). Such
a phenomenon is referred to in the European
Union’s Common Agricultural Policy as ‘semi-abandonment’ (Land Abandonment… 2005).
It most commonly results from the availability
of more fertile and easily cultivable land, the
opening up of new markets, or the appearance of alternative sources of livelihood
and economic development causing rural
residents to switch from agriculture to other
ways of making a living (Conti & Fagarazzi
2004). Moreover, most of the areas subject
to ‘semi-abandonment’ are situated outside the regions of greatest economic activity, often close to national borders, where
in addition the natural environment limits
the development of agriculture (MacDonald
et al. 2000; Kozak 2004; Strijker 2005; Kuemmerle et al. 2008). Hence these are regions
where almost all negative socioeconomic
processes occur with particular intensity
(Zagożdżon 1980). A frequent consequence
of ‘semi-abandonment’ is further marginalisation of mountain areas and the disappearance of traditional cultural landscapes. This
is confirmed by research carried out, among
others, in the Swiss Alps (Gellrich & Zimmermann 2007), the Mediterranean region (Sluiter & Jong 2007), and even Himalayan valleys
(Khanal & Watanabe 2006).
The second form of abandonment of rural
areas is related to the physical emigration
of people due to ‘external stress’. The reaction to this may be either slow and indirect,
or rapid and direct. In the first case we speak
of depopulation, which is a gradual, long-term
process, involving migration that is not the
result of repression, but is linked to a whole
range of natural, socioeconomic and political
factors. In Europe there has for many years
been a movement of population away from
less fertile areas all around the Mediterranean region (Baudry & Bunce 1991). A classical example of the phenomenon in Poland,
on the other hand, was the re-emigration
of post-war resettlees in the Sudety Kłodzkie mountain region (Tomaszewski 1968;
Salwicka 1978).
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In the other scenario, populations leave
their home regions as a consequence
of administrative decisions, the operations
themselves being repressive in nature; they
may be (a) compelled by circumstances
– the resettlement and relocation of whole
villages due to natural disasters (UNHR
2011), industrial disasters (Hostert et al.
2011), major development projects (ForczekBrataniec 2010) or military action (Witmer
& O’Loughlin 2011), or (b) imposed directly
– the resettlement of populations out of political and administrative motives (Wolski 2007;
Hryciuk et al. 2008).
The most spectacular example in Poland
of an area abandoned by its population due
to political decisions is the Western Bieszczady mountain region (and also, to a lesser
degree, the Beskid Niski region bordering
it to the west), situated at the boundary of the
Eastern and Western Carpathians in the
south-eastern part of the country (Podkarpackie province; Fig. 1). The scale in time and
space, and the consequences for the landscape, of the processes taking place there
over the 70 years following the displacement
of the population have proved to be unparalleled anywhere in Poland1 and unique even
on a European scale (Wolski 2007, 2009a).
The diversity of the former human activity, followed by a combination of abiotic and biotic
renaturalisation processes and secondary
human pressure (particularly forestry and the
activity of large state-owned farms) have led
1
The post-war natural and socioeconomic changes
in the Western Bieszczady are often compared to those
that took place in the Beskid Niski and Sudety Kłodzkie
ranges. Although this approach is justified, it should
be remembered that in the first of these regions the objects of material culture (cottages, Orthodox churches,
cemeteries) were preserved in much greater number,
which meant that some former inhabitants were able
to return. In the Bieszczady this happened extremely
rarely, and involved only families resettled under Operation “Vistula” (Akcja “Wisła”) to Pomerania or Lower
Silesia, not those who had been moved to the Ukraine,
for whom return was practically impossible. The mountains surrounding the Kłodzko Basin, in turn, represent
a typical area of depopulation, from which people
moved out over several decades. This means that the
phenomena and processes found there are not fully
identical to the scenario of the Bieszczady.
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to the creation of unusual types of landscape
which are not easy to define unambiguously.
What in fact they are rural areas that have
been abandoned by their population, where
non-material (spiritual) values have disappeared entirely, but where certain historical
spatial systems, forms and structures are
still visible in the landscape and bear witness
to a limited functional and structural continuity, even though the area as a whole can
no longer be described as a village landscape
(cf. Angelstam et al. 2003)?
The main aim of this article is to address –
in the light of selected views and perspectives
put forward by other researchers – the aforementioned problems relating to the definition
and classification of the contemporary rural
landscape of the Western Bieszczady, with
particular attention to those areas that were
permanently abandoned by their population,
where in spite of the occurrence of secondary (post-war) human pressure no permanent
settlement network has come into being.

The area of study
The Western Bieszczady mountains occupy
the southern part of the historical Sanok
Lands and the extreme western edges of the
former Przemyśl Lands. In the 15th and 16th
centuries, as a result of a major colonisation
process initiated in the 14th century by King
Kazimierz the Great, and of the migration
of Vlachs from southern Europe, this previously uninhabited region came to be settled. For
almost 500 years, in more than 100 villages,
the Ruthenian population (commonly considered as Ukrainians) farmed and lived peacefully alongside Polish and Jewish minorities.
The culture of the Boykos (the name given
by pre-war ethnographers to the Ruthenians
of the Bieszczady, to distinguish them from
other Carpathian ethnic groups – the Lemkos in the west and the Hutsuls in the east)
came to an end in the 1940s. Following the
Nazi extermination of the whole of the Jewish community of the Bieszczady (1942) and
a short period of relative calm, the resettlement of the inhabitants of the western Boyko
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region2 began: firstly to the Ukraine in 1944-1946, and later to various parts of Poland
under Operation “Vistula” in 1947 (Motyka 1999). An epilogue to this drama took
place in 1951, when in connection with the
exchange of border territory between Poland
and the Soviet Union (Operation “H-T”) the
inhabitants of another 40 villages in the
north-eastern part of the region were forcibly resettled (Klâštorna 2009). Thus repressive migrations affected approximately 90%
of the pre-war population, including all of the
Boykos. A region that had teemed with life for
half a millennium again came to be almost
completely uninhabited (Fig. 1).
The socioeconomic development of the
Western Bieszczady (particularly the southern part, known as the High Bieszczady) over
the past 170 years can be divided into several distinct stages: crop and livestock farming (from the mid-19th century to 1914/1918),
an unstable system of crop and livestock
farming with increased emphasis on livestock
(from 1918 to 1939/1947), unassisted renaturalisation (1947-1960), secondary human
pressure (from 1960 to the end of the 1970s)
and assisted renaturalisation (from the start
from the 1980s). The stages of unassisted
renaturalisation and secondary human pressure were characterised by the most rapid
rate of landscape change (subsystems were
in a state of disequilibrium or unstable equilibrium), while the pre-war and interwar years
and the last quarter-century witnessed much
slower change (neutral or relatively stable
dynamic equilibrium) (Wolski 2007).
Human activity following 1947 led to the
complete elimination or significant transformation of all anthropogenic landscape rudiments (remains of buildings, landforms), thus
determining their present-day numbers. Natural factors, being subject to marked local
variation, were responsible for their slow evolution and contemporary state of preservation, although their role was relatively small,
2
Boykos, like Hutsuls, living in villages in the Eastern Carpathians within the current borders of Ukraine,
were not resettled within the described actions in the
1940s.
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Figure 1. Location of the study area and chosen former village landscapes with population of villages
in 1931/2011 (in parentheses): A – Berehy Górne (707/7), B – Wołosate (1084/47), C – Tworylne (863/0)
(Photo J. Wolski)

having an impact mainly on structures and
forms that were weakly developed or unfavourably situated in the terrain. For example,
the greatest losses of scarps of cultivation
terraces and infield baulks were recorded
in places which after the war were subject
to pressure from forestry and grazing, while
such losses were least in cases where there
was no human activity (evidence of high resilience) or where agricultural use was restored
(material up-building) (Wolski 2006, 2008).
Another example is provided by the road network, where the dynamics of change from
a spatial standpoint varied greatly between
time periods (progressive-regressive in the
1960s, progressive-stable in the 1970s,
regressive-stable in the last quarter-century)
and was conditioned primarily by the development of human settlement and forest
management.
The change in the forms and intensity
of anthropogenic impact, and in land use and
cover, after 1947 also led to the transformation of almost all morphogenetic processes.

As a result of self-seeding of arable land and
ravine roads, and of forest succession, some
of the changes were stopped (wind erosion,
cover runoff, fibrous ice, soil splash), or else
their absolute intensity was reduced (surface flow, washing away) or their direction
changed (concentrated => dispersed flow,
soil degradation => aggradation). This transformation led to changes in types of modelling in all tiers of land use: to the smallest
degree in forests (where creep and erosion
remained dominant), moderately in mountain
pastures (where creep and wash-off gave way
to weathering), and to the greatest degree
in valleys, particularly in places formerly used
as arable fields (where wash-off and wind erosion were replaced by creep). Morphogenetic
processes currently exhibit greatest activity
on forested slopes, on slopes of valleys used
as grassland, and in the channels of streams
(Wolski 2007).
In the biotic sphere, in spite of the impact
of secondary human pressure, the picture
of the landscape today continues to be closely
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linked to the rural picture shaped by the
former farming activity and land ownership
structure. This is evidenced by, among other
things: a) a clear toposequence of actual
plant communities (chiefly anthropogenic
and seminatural) on the slopes of formerly
inhabited valleys; b) the prevalence of postgrazing beeches deformed by animals, fruit
trees and trees planted near houses and
along former roads; c) traces of former use
in the tree stocks of the higher parts of the
lowland level (altered species composition
and age structure); d) differences in the
degree of development of the tree-line and
in the type, structure and species composition of the communities forming it; and e) the
seminatural origin of the meadow vegetation of the mountain pastures. The changes
in flora taking place at present are bringing
about a greater uniformity of dynamic status
(disappearance of regenerative and pioneer
stages) and a decreasing proportion of surface area occupied by seminatural communities, leading to a reduction in numbers
of uniform patches (elimination, merger)
while their size increases. As a result there
is an increase in homogeneity at landscape
level, and in heterogeneity (mosaic structure)
at regional level, chiefly as a result of increasing differentiation of economically used and
abandoned areas (Wolski 2009b).

Landscape – many roads,
one goal
It is hardly possible to discuss specific types
of spatial units without first considering
landscape in a broad sense. This is without
doubt one of the most frequently discussed
terms appearing in nearly all subdisciplines
of geography and in many related fields; however, the various perspectives on what is de
facto the same designatum, in spite of significant complementarity, can scarcely be considered identical (Bastian 2008). The debate
on this subject, which has continued unabated for decades, results from the great role
played by the term, which almost 100 years
ago was described as a “fundamental
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geographical concept” such that the question of whether a given phenomenon appertains to it “decides whether it is part of the
subject matter of geography” (Hettner 1918,
1919, cited by Pietrzak 2006). Also currently
of significance is the ever increasing dominance of methodological pluralism over monism, which may lead to the observation that
there are as many landscapes as there are
(sub)disciplines (or even as there are scholars).
The need for classification, evaluation, connection (regionalisation) and division (typology) of fragments of material reality and
the creation from them of logical constructs
or hierarchies undoubtedly facilitates the
characterisation of spatial structures, ongoing processes and interdependencies. On the
other hand, it almost always provides only
a certain approximation, as a coherent spatial system incorporating people, the economy and nature consists of around 90,000 variables linked by several million relations
(Kostrowicki 1992). In practice, therefore, it is
not possible fully to analyse or quantify this
system, particularly under the holistic concept which states that the determining factors in nature are ‘wholes’ (Greek hólos) that
cannot be reduced to sums of their parts.
Depending on discipline, the term landscape is used in various scholarly meanings.
For example, the perspectives associated
with geosystems (geoecology) and ecosystems (landscape ecology) use definitions
that emphasise the links and dependencies
between components (structural-dynamic,
functional and systemic aspects), but differ
in their approach to the hierarchy of components and taxonomy of spatial units (Richling
& Solon 2011). The landscape and humanist schools of geography also stress the
structural-dynamic aspect, but more from
a historical-genetic (natural-cultural) standpoint (Myga-Piątek 2012). Landscape architecture, in turn, typically perceives its subject
in a manner that emphasises physical appearance or aesthetics (Bogdanowski 1998), similarly to other fields which lie entirely outside
geography (sociology, psychology, ethnology,
philosophy of nature).
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 3, pp. 371-387
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A survey of the numerous viewpoints
and concepts based on globally accepted
methodological foundations gives grounds
to state that the great majority of definitions
are of clearly dichotomous character – natural or anthropocentric (Wojciechowski 1986;
Myga-Piątek 2001, 2012; Ostaszewska 2002;
Richling & Solon 2011). Relatively few emphasise the co-existence and interactive links and
dependencies of all three landscape systems
– biotic, abiotic and anthropogenic (understood to mean cultural) – in accordance with
the contemporary concept of the multi-aspectual nature of the landscape, which requires
it to be treated to an equal degree as, among
others: (a) a collection of physical objects,
their aggregations, configurations and subsystems; (b) a system of related processes
integrating different physical objects; (c) a set
of real and potential services for different
groups of users; and (d) a set of spatially connected objects with defined visual appearance and aesthetic values (Solon 2008).
The situation is similar as regards the
systematisation of landscape. Under the
European Landscape Character Assessment
Initiative (ELCAI) more than 50 examples
of classifications and typologies of landscapes, from 14 countries, have been studied.
Analysis of the criteria has shown that it is
natural features that are by far the most commonly considered, followed by socioeconomic
and technical features (material culture),
whereas cultural and aesthetic features, representing non-material aspects, often including spiritual ones, are taken into account only
sporadically (Majchrowska 2008).

Former village landscape
We now reach the key problem – how
to name (define) the rural landscape which
is the subject of consideration, and whether
it can be placed within existing classifications.
In view of the specific nature of the described
spatial units, they should not be described
with the uncritical use of pre-existing systems
of groups of elements or diagnostic features,
even if they are fully measurable – neither
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those which are less or more universal (cf. Plit
2002), nor those which result from empirical studies in other regions which consider,
among other things, the presence, numbers
and relative proportion (degree of saturation)
of selected cultural and natural elements
in the landscape (cf. Paprzycka 2005; Bernat
2006).
In studies of the material objects occurring in the real environment, another trap
may be the replacement of empirical judgements with solely subjective and a priori
evaluations. The image of the environment
thus formed in the human mind (the evaluator) is not, after all, an independent objective
entity, but is merely a kind of mental construct. Another point is that a certain amount
of subjectivism is an intrinsic feature of every
judgement, even the most formalised, based
on unambiguous criteria and measurable
features. It is never possible to achieve the
goal of complete independence of the subject
of observation from the observer, since there
always exists between them some kind of cultural filter (Plit 2011). From a sociological
standpoint one may speak of an emotionally
marked private personal space, which together with the geographical dimension and
the historical context co-creates an image
of the landscape – particularly of that which
is an element of a person’s private (and not
ideological) homeland (Połomski 2010).
An attempt at classification
Before presenting the concepts used in the literature which best reflect the specific nature
of the landscapes of the abandoned villages
of the Boykos, let us return to the question
of their place in existing typologies. The traditional method of evaluation, that with the
longest pedigree, based on genetic and visible features, may serve only to characterise
whole groups of landscapes (such as rural
mountain landscapes). An interesting proposal for a typology using a genetic criterion,
resulting from the development and system
of cultures and based on prior determination of the chronology of particular elements
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and separation of historical from contemporary forms, was put forward by Dobrowolska
(1948). She distinguished the following types
of landscapes: the culturally uniform, those
with an evolutionary system of cultures, the
revolutionarily transformed, those with cultures imposed directly on a geographic substrate, those with cultures imposed on a substrate of former cultures, and those with
petrified cultures. In recent years Dobrowolska’s typology has been extended by Myga-Piątek (2012: 24), who proposed the concept
of stratigraphy of landscape, understood
as a system of cultural layers “being reflected by the co-occurrence of landscape elements of different ages, as well as features
of spatial organisation typical of different
historical periods.” This original model of the
stratigraphy of cultural landscapes is linked
to genetic and evolutionary-functional typologies, but is intended for use in analyses under
a regional approach. Many possibilities are
also provided by a visual-perceptive typology,
which takes account of both the variability
in the physical appearance of landscapes and
people’s multisensory perception of them
(Myga-Piątek 2012). From this standpoint, the
permanently abandoned Boyko villages may
currently be classed as evolutionarily variable
landscapes, although at the time of the resettlements they would have been classifiable
as revolutionarily variable (disappearing),
since they were subject to irreversible processes leading to the permanent loss of many
quantitative and qualitative features.
In functional-structural classifications,
in which the distinguishing criteria include, for
example, the chief types of human economic
activity or groups of selected and well-recognised elements or processes, rural areas are
treated as: (a) functioning spatial systems,
consisting of natural and socioeconomic
elements (the geographical perspective); (b)
assemblies of spatially and functionally connected ecosystems of agricultural, seminatural, natural and fallow lands (the ecological
perspective); or (c) particular forms of filling
of space, described by relations between the
productive and non-productive spheres and
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by a specific type of human activity (Cymerman et al. 1992). Physical geography thus
concentrate chiefly on the degree of anthropogenic transformation of the environment
and biophysical characteristics of landscape,
while in socioeconomic geography priority is given to social and ownership features
(ownership structure and sizes of individual
farms, density of agricultural population),
organisational and technical features (organisation of land layout, use structure, nature
of buildings, way of use) and productive features (types of crop and animal production).
The abandoned areas within the western
part of the region historically settled by the
Boykos are also not easy to classify under the
typologies of settlement geography. The interesting concept of ‘vanishing villages’ in the
Sudety Mountains (Chachaj 1978) is terminologically adequate only superficially. The
main factor behind that process is a specific
form of urbanisation, which involves not the
transformation of buildings or the spatial system, but changes in the mentality of inhabitants (switching to non-agricultural ways
of making a living, reduction in the level
of agricultural culture, change of lifestyle and
widespread intent to emigrate to towns), and
consequently in the function of the locality.
In a certain sense the ‘vanishing village’ can
be considered an archetype of the phenomenon of ‘semi-abandonment’ described at the
beginning of this article.
The foregoing examples show that
most of the diagnostic features used in the
described typologies relate primarily to villages that currently exist, where there occur
living relations between the productive
and non-productive spheres, and specific
types of human activity. In the case of the
region under discussion, that ordered world
of meanings has been changed into an unordered space governed primarily by the laws
of nature.
Greater differences can be found in the
typologies used in landscape architecture,
historical geography and anthropogeography. Units are distinguished in terms of the
shape and coverage of the terrain and
Geographia Polonica 2016, 89, 3, pp. 371-387
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historical features, while to particular categories are assigned successive stages – from
the most typical forms to those of a rudimentary nature (Jabłoński 1998).
An attempt at definition
Another fundamental problem is the term
itself and the definition of subject landscape.
Here the terminology of physical geography,
or more broadly the Earth sciences in their
physical geographic aspects, is modest.
It would undoubtedly be convenient to name
the landscape of the Boykos’ villages abandoned almost 70 years ago simply as a seminatural landscape (as defined by Bakker
1979), or as a quasi-cultural landscape,
which Myga-Piątek (2012) defines as an evolutionary stage between natural and cultural
landscapes, or as a state of preservation
characterising the contemporary functional
type of protected cultural landscapes. The
semantic capacity of this term is too large,
however, for it to be successfully used to convey even approximately the specific character
of the subject of our considerations. In any
case, the classification of landscapes in terms
of degree of naturalness, into primary, natural, seminatural and anthropogenic (including
in a cultural sense) now generally appears
somewhat insufficient, particularly in the light
of the new conceptual considerations and
increasingly exact empirical studies of the
end of the 20th century and the beginning
of the 21st.
Much greater possibilities for the application of existing terms are provided by the
legally sanctioned concept of cultural landscape – enjoying a spectacular renaissance
in recent years – defined as “space as perceived by people, containing natural elements and products of civilisation, shaped
historically by the effects of natural factors
and human activity” (Dz.U. [Polish Journal of Laws] 2003 no. 162 item 1568 as
amended). At present, however, it is increasingly proposed to move away from a rigid
separation of actually existing landscapes
into natural and cultural, since all of them
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bearing marks of human influence (Richling
2006). A geographical environment should
be treated as a megasystem combining two
fundamental categories of space: the system
of the natural (physical) environment, and
that of the anthropogenic (socioeconomic
and cultural) environment. People, in the
latter system, constitute both an element
of the system (activity within the sociosphere
or noosphere) and its creator, the active producer of the culturosphere and technosphere
(Degórski 2005). Pietrzak (2006: 115) goes
a step further, questioning whether cultural
environments in fact exist, and claiming that
“de facto all landscapes are cultural landscapes.” After all, the adaptation of nature
is a part of culture, while a natural landscape
may be part of a cultural region, since it is
people who have given it significance and value (Orłowska 2005). This means that “nature
is not merely nature in the sense of a «timeless and unchanging» divine entity, but is also
an entity constructed and transformed
by society” (Połomski 2010: 14). As Dobrowolska (1948: 156) long ago observed, “the
cultural landscape is a synthesis of the activity of society in its geographical environment.
It is what best reflects the interdependence
and relationship of the life of nature and
human societies, the intensity and speed
of changes taking place in the course of long
historical development.” In a similar tone,
Jabłoński (1998: 36) remarks that “a harmonised cultural landscape at local level, with
the whole content of historical heritage,
is an expression of the spatial order of the
local or regional community. Devastation
of this order indicates lack of proper management in the economic and social space,
a social and cultural egoism in striving to satisfy only short-term aims.” Such perspectives
are in accordance with the idea of the unity
of nature and culture and the ensemble complexe conceived by Vidal de la Blache (1922).
In the view of this leading French geographer,
landscape in a broad sense is a product
of history and culture, which determine ways
of living and human relations with nature,
while cultural landscape (paysage humanisé)
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reflects how particular groups of people
interpret and use their environment. According to Kopczyński (2009: 59) “it is not possible to speak of landscape independent
of humanity. Even in the case of a fragment
of space untouched by changes in civilisation,
the very perception of it is imbued with social
content. Emotional reception and aesthetic
assessment are inseparably linked to cultural
codes.” It must not be forgotten, however, that
“people are not able to create a landscape,
but may only act on the quality of an existing landscape for the purpose of changing it.
In effect there is created a landscape of a different quality, which a given actor or other
people will be able to experience” (Borkowski
2008: 388). Of course, the discussion may
be the fact that, for example, totally artificial
postmining landscape is an act of creation
completely new or still only change of quality
existing landscape.
It can be seen, then, that in spite of their
different forms of words and priorities (marginalisation of certain phenomena and magnification of others), scholars are to a fairly
large degree in agreement as to the principles relating to the erasure of divisions
between natural and cultural landscapes,
at least as regards declarations. This is significant in that they include representatives
of all of the five main currents in landscape
geography, as distinguished and described
by Plit (2011): the traditional (classical), the
physical geographical, that of the geography of cultural landscapes viewed from real
and semiotic (symbolic) perspectives, and the
aesthetic standpoint.
Of course, the concept of cultural landscape has too great a generality and semantic capacity (Philips 1998; Wojtanowicz 2002).
It requires internal differentiation, which
in the case of the still poorly developed typology of cultural landscapes is not a simple
task. For confirmation of this we may again
turn to Plit (2011: 85), who writes that “study
of the diversity (differentiation) of cultural
landscapes is perhaps the greatest challenge
in contemporary geography, at least in the
sphere of explanation – the greatest, most
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ambitious and most difficult area for scholars
to show what they can do.”
Let us attempt, however, to present some
terms whose meanings, relatively speaking,
come closest to describing the areas containing the abandoned Boyko villages. It is symptomatic that most of them are associated
with the school described as the geography
of cultural landscapes viewed from a real
perspective. The first such term, ‘landscape
of petrified cultures’, along with the whole
of an interesting typology (Dobrowolska
1948) proved stillborn, since the author failed
to define the concepts used or the selection
criteria or diagnostic features, thus hindering
empirical identification and the reproducibility of observations. Bernat (2006), in a study
of the Bug valley, distinguished ‘vanished
landscapes’ (lost, existing in the past, such
as the building systems of small towns with
markets and characteristic structures) from
‘vanishing landscapes’, from which certain
component elements are contemporarily
removed (as in the case of village agricultural
landscapes). This classification also includes
types of landscapes described as ‘new’, ‘stabilised’ (in practice including only protected
areas) and ‘developing’. In their typology,
Vos and Meekes (1999)3 use the term ‘marginalized vanishing landscape: landscape
as a ruin’, applying it to rural areas that have
been abandoned by people and are subject
to processes of secondary succession, which
is de facto the closest semantically to the
villages being described. Similar terms and
expressions are used by other researchers,
as best proved by the collection of works titled
Landscape Studies and Dying Landscapes
(Chylińska & Łach 2010). Similarity does not,
however, imply complete synonymy, and thus
does not necessarily permit a term to be
appropriated. For example, Kulczyk (2010)
divides ‘dying landscapes’ (both natural
3
Vos and Meekes (1999) also distinguished:
‘industrial production landscape: landscape as an
industry’, ‘overstressed multifunctional landscapes:
landscape as a supermarket’, ‘archaic traditional landscape: landscape as a historical museum’ and ‘natural
relict landscapes: landscape as a wilderness’.
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and cultural) into ‘endangered’, ‘recreated’
(reconstructed physically or mentally) and
‘vanished’. The greatest value of those of the
last type is the material elements serving
as evidence of a previous state; that is to say,
the described permanently abandoned rural
areas may to a certain degree be assigned
to this group. They may similarly be assigned
to the ‘waning landscapes’ of Wojciechowski
(2010), although this does not result explicitly
from the text of his work. In turn Kistowski
(2010), using the term ‘landscape extermination’, presents a very interesting critical view
of the seven cardinal sins of Polish society
against the landscape. Also popular among
planners is the concept of ‘relic landscape’
(or more correctly: landscape with relic features), characterised by stable function and
ossified form, acquiring new values by dint
of the contrast with its changing surroundings
(cf. Dobrowolski 1970).
A representative of the aesthetic current
in landscape geography was Jabłoński (1998),
who proposed distinguishing ‘landscapes
of contemporary and historical ruralist systems’ as one of the types of disturbed cultural
landscapes. This description is semantically
close to the spatial units under consideration,
but is also associated with a persistent disharmony, indicating “irreversible processes
of loss – disappearance of landscapes (natural and cultural) in both quantitative and
qualitative (visual, material, functional, mental, semiotic, etc.) senses” (Myga-Piątek 2012:
10-11). In the case of the villages abandoned
by the Boykos, however, one can hardly speak
of the total disappearance of the resources
in question. An example is given by the valleys of the High Bieszczady, which still exhibit
the co-existence of their culture, tradition and
canon, since:
• they are areas of self-contained existence
(valley ecosystems);
• they are landscape interiors, having
a physical surrounding which also constitutes an objective delimitation of their
form;
• they have their own culture (for example,
roads, agricultural terraces and cemeteries
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are objects, and the valleys are places,
hence these together create the dualism
essential for that feature);
• they have their own tradition (they are part
of a space with a defined identity);
• they contain certain contexts (natural,
landscape, cultural) which contribute
to the degree of perception by people;
• they have a specific form (mountain
valleys).
Interesting sociological interpretations
are given by Schama (1996, cited in Połomski
2010), who distinguishes the ‘landscape
of the borderlands’, which features the coexistence of different, only fragmentarily discernible pasts, and the ‘landscape of death’
related to the tragic events of the 1940s
(extermination of the Jewish population,
forced resettlements, the struggle with the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army).
Note should also be taken of a typical
natural scientific perspective on the matter. The leading geobotanist Faliński (1986,
2001), whose approach was somewhat similar to that of the physical geographers, used
the term ‘liberated environment’ to describe
secondary succession on unused, former agricultural land within ecosystems which were
formed as a result of permanent human pressure but were subsequently released from
that pressure.
In the context of the considerations outlined
above, several years ago the author proposed
the term ‘former village landscape’, which
he defined nominally as “an area functionally and spatially connected with villages that
have been abandoned by their population,
characterised by: (a) the vanishing or strong
disturbance of an artificially imposed state
of equilibrium, as a result of permanent
or temporary interruption to or significant
reduction in human economic activity; (b)
the flow of material, energy and information
between the landscape system and society
being reduced almost to zero (dying interactions) or destabilised as a result of secondary
anthropogenic influences; (c) the dominance
of unassisted or human-assisted natural
processes, including those being an indirect
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consequence of the interrupted economic
activity; (d) the presence of preserved elements of material culture which continue
to influence the functioning of the landscape
to varying degrees” (Wolski 2007: 15).
This approach requires a brief comment.
In the literature one can encounter the apparently similar term ‘formerly rural landscape’
– in that perspective the main differentiating factor is the primary present-day function of the area in question (Cymerman et al.
1992). In the author’s view, however, this term
serves to describe areas where the features
of village character have been permanently
erased, the contemporary picture in terms
of the culture, tradition and canon of the place
being entirely different. The term ‘former village landscape’, on the other hand, indicates
that certain historical spatial systems, forms
and objects still exist and testify to a limited
functional and structural continuity, even
though the area as a whole can no longer
be described as a village landscape.

A landscape with memory
or memory of the landscape?
The factors determining the existence of the
former village landscapes as defined above,
as material (objective) entities and not exclusively as ordering categories, are the forms
and intensity of secondary (post-war) human
pressure, affecting the possibility of regeneration of natural spatial units4. But does
4
Regeneration is effective when destructive effects lead only to a reduction in the efficiency of processes (degradation), changes in mechanisms of material and energy flow (dysfunction) or changes in structure
(decomposition). It becomes impossible or unprofitable
(requiring too many supporting operations) in case
of comprehensive degradation of the landscape, manifested in the total breakdown of dependencies between
components, disappearance of stabilising mechanisms
and capacity for self-regulation, and irreversible reduction of biotic potential (Lach 1984; Kostrowicki 1992;
Kowalczyk 1997). The rate of regeneration is further
conditioned by the different susceptibility of different
components of the environment to changes – including
both natural and long-term changes, and short-term
changes of an oscillatory nature, often associated with
various forms of human economic activity.
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the present material form of a former village
landscape entitle us to speak of a clear continuum in the sense of time, space, phenomena and processes, or are we dealing rather
with an entirely new entity, being a product
on the one hand of nature’s tendency to eliminate the effects of human activity, and on the
other hand of secondary human pressure?
According to Kienast (1993) the current
landscape is only a temporary state in the
whole of its historical evolution. Berninger
(1975: 37) writes similarly that “the current
landscape is a «snapshot» in its variable […],
unfinished development”. In the view of Trojan (1980), changes within the smallest typological units do not have a significant effect
on the whole internal structure, which may
return to its original state after human pressure disappears. By the same token, all transformations of the landscape which do not
cause its irreversible degradation are of only
a temporary nature, and existing anthropogenic systems may be described as unstable.
A different view is expressed by Dobrowolska (1948: 156, 158), who writes that “society leaves in the landscape in every historical
period a picture of its epoch, strictly speaking
a picture of its way of adapting to the conditions of its habitat”, consisting of “surviving
elements and landscape relics with no connection to present-day life.” Also Myczkowski
(1998) and Myga-Piątek (2005) claim that every landscape has preserved to some degree
traces or elements originating from different
historical epochs (cultural layering) and being
evidence of the historical evolution of the
space and of the culture in question. The
components of this particular kind of spatial
stratification together make up the tradition
and culture of the place (factors related to the
whole system of historical layers and being
currently expressed in the landscape) and its
canon, namely the form (picture) of a place
with an existing or source-documented form
perceived by people. It is thus possible to speak
of the landscape’s memory – what we see contemporarily is the consequence and heritage
of earlier methods of use (Haines-Young 2005,
cited in Reger et al. 2007).
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Closely linked to the above considerations is the question of the permanence
of the landscape, described by the stability
of internal characteristics in conditions of relatively unchanging surroundings and ability
to return to the original state following the
cessation of external factors (long-lasting
disruption or short-term, one-off disturbances). Under this definition, the permanence
of a landscape system is characterised
by several properties (Farina 2000; Richling
& Solon 2011):
• equifinality – chiefly of mixed type, when
following the cessation of disturbances
some of the characteristics of the system
return to a state identical to the original
state, and the remainder to a state close
to the initial state; the return of the system as a whole to a state identical to the
original state (equifinality sensu stricto)
or close to the original state (approximate
equifinality) occurs in nature only sporadically if at all, while the preservation of only
basic types of relations (equifinality of relations) occurs in much more heavily transformed systems;
• constancy – invariability of the system
in a specified time interval;
• elasticity – the time (period of relaxation),
manner or degree in which the initial characteristics of the system are recreated following the cessation of disturbances.
High permanence occurs in a situation
where the suspension of external influences
does not lead within a short time to a return
to the initial situation, namely loss of preceding and acquisition of new (original) features.
However, as Balon (2006) rightly notes, in reality there is no such thing as complete permanence of the landscape, since dynamics are
an inherent feature of stability in nature.
The evidence of the structural and functional continuum visible at present in the material
layer is successively erased over time. The
process of disappearance is asynchronous,
and its rate is different for particular component elements of the landscape. Hence a key
factor, without doubt, is time in the sense
of the historical evolution of landscapes.
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Considering a sufficiently long time horizon
(tens or hundreds of years) and a totally natural course of processes of relaxation5 one may
assume that all direct evidence and indirect
consequences of the former human economic
activity will be permanently removed from
the landscape. It should be taken into consideration, however, that in the most probable
scenario of mixed equifinality some characteristics of the system may return to a state
that is at most close to, but not identical to,
the initial state. Nature will thus tend to erase
‘anthropogenic scars’, but using new paths
of development and creating new qualities
which are structurally and functionally much
closer to natural than to artificial states, but
cannot be fully identified with them. Can
we speak in such a situation of the total
cleansing of the memory of the landscape?
Would the new entities in fact constitute
a kind of tabula rasa? This may be the case
in the material layer, at least theoretically,
but certainly not in the information layer. It is
worth making mention here of an interesting
model for analysis of the informational, utility, aesthetic, emotional and symbolic value
of landscapes (Myga-Piątek 2012). Considering that author’s proposed system of criteria,
there is a very encouraging prospect for evaluation of the information value of the areas
abandoned by the Boykos, consisting of the
following features: content (a group of related
structural elements of the landscape giving
it a defined sense, significance and importance), age (including the presence of datable
elements and the permanence of relations
and links between them), historicity (the possibility of treating the landscape as evidence
of historical events), authenticity (originality, consistency of structure and function),
representativeness (degree of preservation
5
In practice such an approach excludes any kind
of human intervention, including recultivation of land,
creation of alternative systems, restitution (restoral
of a natural state), rehabilitation and maintenance
(improvement and reinforcement with the possibility
of transformations, e.g. mowing and extensive grazing
with limited stock, having ecological importance) and
conservatory protection (unconditional preservation).
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of characteristic features), and uniqueness
and separateness.
It must be remembered that the elapse
of time is not conducive to objective judgement, since the subjects of our recollections
may to an increasing degree be subject
to mythologisation. Górka (2011: 251) writes
that “myths are a past which has been transformed by the imagination and narrated.
They are a past that has been remembered
and recorded with intent, and hence not necessarily in accord with the facts. […] Myths
come into being when there is a crumbling
of the memory of the living about the times
to which they relate. They are a metaphor
of loss, created «in exile», outside the place
of the events which they describe.” In this
situation the recreation of facts from a historiographic perspective, the chronology
of events or causal relations, takes second
place to what is de facto the study of memory and its connections with history. Without
any doubt, however, the past, in spite of any
potential complications in the process of its
cognition, is the most important building
block in an individual’s own identity, since
“the certainty that «I was» is an inevitable
element of «I am»” (Połomski 2010: 28).

Conclusions
As was stated at the outset, the aim of this
article was to shed light on the numerous
problems and ambiguities related to the
perception, naming, definition and finally
systematisation of the landscapes of abandoned Boyko villages. It is this last problem
that appears to be the most difficult, since
apart from the dilemmas already described
which make it hard or impossible to apply
existing classifications, a problem is posed
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by the imprecise boundaries between categories, whose criteria (features) have also not
been sufficiently precisely and clearly defined
– or conversely, existing categories are very
narrow and serve to describe only specific
cases, without the possibility of redefinition
and extrapolation to other regions.
Nonetheless, it can be stated without any
question that in the case of the described
landscapes of abandoned villages in the
Western Bieszczady it is not appropriate
to speak of nature in isolation from culture
or vice versa. The presently occurring former
village landscape, as defined in this work, still
carries the clear imprint of several centuries
of human economic activity. This is easily visible in the form of traces of former roads, agricultural terraces and baulks on the slopes,
remains of residential and farm buildings and
places of worship, and transformations in the
biotic sphere and in soil levels, but there are
also some elements that are more hidden,
as evidenced by, for instance, the evolution
of morphogenetic processes as an indirect
consequence of changes in land cover and
use. It is here that the material rudiments
are imbued with symbolic values, and natural
processes have led to a spatial arrangement
that is unique on a European scale. Here the
landscape which provided a background for
history has now become its product (Vincenz
1980), a kind of palimpsest and at the same
time the most durable monument to a society
(Dubos 1986), carved by that same society
according to its needs and abilities for more
than five centuries (Wojciechowski 2001).
Editors’ note:
Unless otherwise stated, the sources of tables and
figures are the authors’, on the basis of their own
research.
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